Young Creative
Writers Program
Age Group : 6-9 Years

Rated 4.9/5 by parents across the globe

Presenting :

Young Creative Writers Program!
This unique program is all about tapping your children’s
imagination and creativity, while enriching their linguistic skills
in the world’s fastest growing language.

Creative writing has the potential to
1. Turn the imaginations of children into unique tales on paper.
2. Help young learners develop overall conﬁdence, structuring
and organizing skills.
3. Help explore, create, and question the essential aspects of
childhood.

We handhold children through their
creative journey from

To writing
Learning the

strikingly

foundations of

impressive stories.

grammar.

Topics revolving around
Goals and Aspirations,Space Travel, Dragons and Popsicles falling
from the sky.

P O PS I C L E S FALLI N G
F R O M T H E SK Y

S P A C E T R AV E L

GO A L S A N D
AS P I R A T I ON S

DRAGONS

While topics about goals, aspirations and opinion writing encourage
reﬂection, a fun balance of silly and serious topics keeps kids engaged in
essay writing and makes them fall in love with the writing process.

COURSE MODULES
GET INTO THE GROOVE
Module
1

This module welcomes little learners into the world
of English with the help of ice-breaker stories and
fun grammar sessions.
Learning Outcomes A deeper understanding of grammar with enhanced
reading and conversational skills.

FUN WITH MORE GRAMMAR

Module
2

Sessions in grammar peppered with quizzes and
games makes learning more fun for children. This
method also makes grasping of concepts much
easier. Newer words introduced at each level.
Learning Outcomes Stronger base in grammar and vocabulary.

FIRST STEPS INTO CREATIVE WRITING

Module
3

This is where the concept of writing is introduced
along with imagination and visualization. Vocabulary
enhancement continues.
Learning Outcomes Children will learn how to structure their
thoughts.

IMAGICATION
(THE MAGIC OF IMAGINATION): PART 1
Module
4

This module makes your child work on their imagination
and guides them through fantasy.
Learning Outcomes Kids learn to explore the magical world of imagination,
which in turn, helps them build on problem-solving
skills.

IMAGICATION
(THE MAGIC OF IMAGINATION): PART 2

Module
5

We help children dig deeper into their brains and
write on incredibly imaginative topics. Vocabulary
enrichment is part of the journey throughout.
Learning Outcomes Children will learn to explore their creative potential
and pen down their fantasies.

BUILD AND CREATE

Module
6

From building tree houses to designing amusement
parks and spaceships, watch your children unravel
their creative secrets
Learning Outcomes Your child will learn how to give shape to their
imagination. All this helps in problem-solving
skills.

VARIETY AND DIVERSITY

Module
7

A fun break from essay-writing, this module will
introduce poetries, designing posters, spin-a-yarn,
and the basics of ﬁgurative devices to the children.
Learning Outcomes Your Child will learn and explore the diﬀerent genres
of writing.

ART OF STORY WRITING: PART 1

Module
8

Children will begin their journey into writing short
stories. Adding higher level vocabulary, imagination,
emotions and senses will make this an experience
by itself.
Learning Outcomes Kids will learn the basics of structuring short stories
and organizing of ideas.

ART OF STORY WRITING: PART 2

Module
9

Here, children will be taught to add twists and turns,
to their plots, in order to make their stories as
interesting as possible.

Learning Outcomes Develop out-of-the-box thinking and add humour,
suspense, and mystery to your write-ups.

EXPRESSIVE MINDS
Watch your children conﬁdently express themselves in

Module
10

writing, speaking and reading. Children have a strong
word bank by now.
Learning Outcomes Children will work on laying the foundations of
publishing their own books on short stories, enter
essay competitions.

LITTLE AUTHORS : PART 1

Module
11

Let’s get ready to introduce our little authors into the
creative world. Essay competitions, short story
competitions and lots more!
Learning Outcomes Children ﬁnd a new conﬁdence and perspective while
participating in contests to showcase their writing
talents.

LITTLE AUTHORS : PART 2

Module
12

This is when children can launch themselves into the
world of books as budding authors.
Learning Outcomes Kids radiate with overall English conﬁdence and their
published works of art will dazzle with incredibly
magical stories.

CLASS SNAPSHOT

Story Time

Interactive Game Play
Learning Method

Quiz Time

Hands On Learning
With Examples

Importance Of
Learning English

PARENT’S GOOGLE REVIEWS
- Young Creative Writers Program
(Unbox English)

TESTIMONIALS FROM OUR STUDENTS
- Young Creative Writers Program (Unbox English)

NAVMI S
Student of University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, USA
I was a student of Young Creative Writers Program (YCW) some
time back. The grammar program helped me strengthen
my foundations in English in a way that allowed me to put my
best foot forward in my SAT exam prep. The creative writing
modules also helped me lay a strong groundwork for my writing
skills which helped me immensely when I was writing my college
essays. The essays I wrote were also a major reason for my
acceptance into University of Pennsylvania, an Ivy League
college, which has given me the cutting edge in my life.

TARAN RAJ
Student of S P Jain School of Global Management,
Sydney, Australia.
The Young Creative Writers course helped me build the vast
vocabulary I have today. Their creative writing techniques make
writing essays and stories transition from the process of reaching
word limits into crossing imagination limits. I had attended these
classes and I have seen the beneﬁts of this course throughout all
the English tests I took, including the IELTS exam I just took that
helped me in my college admission process for my
undergraduate studies in Sydney.
Hands down one of the most fun learning experiences ever!
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